Register today for the 10th World Conference of JCCs
(with a pre Amitim 2.0 Assembly by invitation)

Join the global network of JCCs, a vehicle for personal inspiration and practical
benefits- all for the sake of ensuring a thriving Jewish future
To view a draft of the programs click - English, Spanish, Russian, Hebrew
For the registration form click here

10th World Conference of JCCs
dedicated to the memory of beloved JCC Global President, Dr. Mark Ramer

Tuesday, December 10 - Thursday, 12, 2019
Who will attend?
Several hundred Executive Directors of Jewish Community Centers, Presidents
of JCCs, senior staff members of JCCs, senior lay leaders of JCCs and senior
personnel of JCC networks and organizations who work with JCCs from more
than 25 countries and graduates of JCC Global Amitim1.0 and 2.0- Fellows-A
Global Leadership Network program.
Why?
The world is rapidly changing and so is the landscape of Jewish engagement.
Technological trends impact every aspect of our lives, human behavior, family
structures and society. Life as we know it is altered in ways beyond our
imagination. The Jewish world is not immune to these mega trends and needs to
urgently adapt to the “new normal.” Therefore, for today’s world a network
centric approach is required to achieve greater impact and solve problems.
In an era of constant change, perpetual crises and limited resources, networks
can assemble novel and flexible combinations of human talent that would
be difficult or impossible to pull together in a single organization.

Where?
Crown Plaza Hotel, Jerusalem
Program highlights:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

A night on the town at the Machane Yehuda Market
Interactive sessions with peers from all around the world
A plenary session with leading scholars that will share their views on the
heartbeat of Jewish life today and tomorrow, including the presentation
of Jewish Peoplehood Latino America
The Power of the JCC Global Network- a session that will address JCC
challenges, disrupt and design the future JGlobal Hubs
Global Networking Expo with select organizations and initiatives from
around the world
A gala evening highlighting Global Amitim Projects
Placemaking tours of Jerusalem and a festive send off
Cost- at 2015 rates!!

Hotel: $113 p.p. per night in a double room
Full Conference Package: $450 per

person
Special one day rate for IACC and IFCC Israeli members: $120 per person

AMITIM 2.0-FELLOWS - A GLOBAL LEADERSHIP NETWORK
ASSEMBLY
by invitation
Monday, December 9- Tuesday, December 10, 2019
Who will attend?
JCC Global Amitim2.0- Fellows from 50 JCCs in 15 countries
Why?
•
•

To celebrate Jewish Peoplehood by reconnecting with peers and
colleagues from around the world
To evaluate success and analyze challenges of JCC
Global Amitim projects

•
•

To utilize the Jerusalem, Start Up Nation model as a source for
enrichment
To help design the future JGlobal Hubs- a new model for inspiration
and peer learning via global networks of professionals and lay
leaders
Where?
Crown Plaza Hotel, Jerusalem
Program highlights:

•

•
•

•
•
•

Dinner and Opening Event at Hamiffal (the factory)- an art project that
turned an abandoned 19th century building in the heart of Jerusalem into
an art and cultural center
The River of Life: An interactive workshop
Start Up nation meets JCC Global presentation followed by visits to
some of Jerusalem’s leading startup companies to understand firsthand their ecosystem and adopt principals that are relevant to social
entrepreneurship
Evaluate success and analyze challenges of JCC
Global Amitim projects
Introduce JGlobal Hubs 2020-2025 - a new vehicle for human
resource development and capacity building.
And then, all join the 10th World Conference of JCCs

For more information, please contact info@jccglobal.org

